
Building, Grounds & Parks Committee 

Thursday, December 10, 2015    

Third Floor Jury Room 

Call Meeting to Order:  Diane Albrecht called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m.   

Members Present: Diane Albrecht, Dan Makovsky and James Gebauer 

Members Absent: All Present. 

Other Attendees:  Jeff Ludwig, Bruce Strama and Donald Watson (The Star News) were present. 

 

Approve the minutes: Makovsky/Gebauer to approve the minutes of the October 22, 2015 

Building, Grounds & Parks meeting.  The motion carried. 

 

Approve the Agenda:  Makovsky/Gebauer to approve the Agenda.  The motion carried. 

 

Discuss and act on filling custodial position:  Ludwig reported that one of the custodians has 

given notice of retirement effective January 4, 2016.  He outlined the duties of the custodian, 

noting that the custodian is responsible for both the human services building and the 

agriculture building with approximately 27,000 square feet of area and the need to fill the 

position.  Gebauer/Makovsky to fill the custodial position as requested by Ludwig.  The motion 

carried. 

 

Discuss and act on pertinent information related to the proposal to replace an existing 

building on the fairgrounds:  Ludwig reported that he had received an estimate of the cost of 

replacing the current beer garden at the fairgrounds with a new post building.  The estimated 

cost is $24,000.00 excluding the concrete which could be done in-house any time after the post 

frame building is constructed as the concrete would be poured inside the treated posts.  He 

estimated the cost of the concrete at $3,500.00.   He also informed committee members that he 

had spoken with Accountant Larry Brandl and that there is $25,000.00 remaining in the 2015 

contingency fund budget which may be available for completing the initial project and that the 

additional funding for the concrete and other minor requirements would be available within the 

2016 fairgrounds budget.  Following the discussion, Makovsky/Gebauer to approve the 

proposed beer garden building project and request that the $25,000.00 remaining in the 

contingency fund be approved for the project, with the project and funding contingent on 

Finance Committee and County Board approval.  The Motion carried.  Strama was directed to 

draft a resolution to be submitted to the Building, Grounds & Parks Committee and also the 

Finance committee for approval prior to submission to the County Board. 

 

Discuss and act on adopting a policy pertaining to permitted use of county property:  

Ludwig had contacted corporation counsel in reverence to a problem related to use of county 

property.  Currently there are no regulations related to use of public property which resulted in a 

problem at a county building which had been rented to one entity, with another entity setting 

up a temporary shelter in front of the rented building, conversing with individuals prior to them 

entering the rented building.  With input from Ludwig, corporation counsel drafted a Grounds 

Use Policy which will require that anyone using county property/grounds apply for and receive a 

$5.00 permit.  Anyone renting a building would automatically receive a grounds permit at no 

cost.  Gebauer/Makovsky to approve the Grounds use policy as submitted.  The motion carried. 

 



Public input/Maintenance Report:  Ludwig reviewed maintenance issues noting that the water 

heater servicing the courthouse has been replaced, roof leaks repaired at the education building, 

backup new LED parking lot lights installed at the agriculture building which will result in 

approximately a 50% savings on electricity and the tow successfully inspected at the Winter 

Sports Area among other issues.  He noted that there have been problems with the steam 

heating system in the older portion of the courthouse that is being addressed. 

  

Adjourn the meeting:  Makovsky/Gebauer to adjourn the meeting at 9:57 a.m.  The motion 

carried. 

 

 

 

Bruce P. Strama 



Building, Grounds & Parks Committee 

Thursday, October 22, 2015    

Third Floor Jury Room 

Call Meeting to Order:  Diane Albrecht called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m.   

Members Present: Diane Albrecht, Dan Makovsky and James Gebauer 

Members Absent: All Present. 

Other Attendees:  Jeff Ludwig, Bruce Strama and Brian Wilson (The Star News) were present, 

with Joanne Schneveis arriving at approximately 9:45 a.m. 

 

Approve the minutes: Makovsky/Gebauer to approve the minutes of the September 1, 2015 

Building, Grounds & Parks meeting.  The motion carried. 

 

Approve the Agenda:  Makovsky/Gebauer to approve the Agenda.  The motion carried. 

 

 

Discuss and act on a proposal to replace an existing building on the fairgrounds:  Ludwig 

reported that he had planned to reroof the current beer bar at the fairgrounds, but following 

evaluation of the current structure it is his opinion the entire structure should be replaced.  He 

noted that the roof is not the only thing in need of repair as the support posts are rotted off and 

the trusses are sagging considerably.  Ludwig had attended the Fair Board Meeting and 

discussed his proposal to replace the building. The Fair Board supported his opinion for 

replacing the structure and suggested rotating the structure 90 degrees, increasing the size of 

the building currently 30X60 feet to a 40X60 foot structure with the enclosed bar section to be 

located on the north end, open to both north and south to allow sales to both the slabbed 

section and also to the grandstand area.  He estimated the cost for a new 40X60 foot pole 

building with a steel roof and bar area to be approximately 25 to 30 thousand dollars. There is 

$10,000 available in the fairgrounds budget with the options of either the contingency fund or 

powerline fees if approved to be considered for the additional funding.  Committee members 

directed Ludwig to continue looking into pricing, options and funding sources and report back 

at the next B&G Meeting.    

 

Discuss and act on an opportunity to expand fairgrounds:  Ludwig reported there is an 

opportunity at this time to purchase the Harold J. Miller parcel located across Bauer Drive in the 

City of Medford.  The approximate 26 acre parcel has been offered for purchase to Taylor 

County for $165,000.  Committee members agreed that this is probably a one-time opportunity 

to purchase the property and would allow for expansion of the fairgrounds if the need arose 

and could also be used for additional space including auto or camper parking to allow more 

space in the current fairgrounds for related expansion.  Ludwig suggested that the property 

could possibly be used the remainder of the year as a park and or campground.  He suggested 

that there is also inclusion of a dump station with may also be an option with related fees used 

to help offset maintenance and purchase fees.  Following discussion Makovsky/Gebauer that the 

Building Grounds & Parks Committee go on record in favor of purchase of the Harold A Miller 

property and to place an item on the next Finance Agenda for discussion of the proposed 

purchase including funding options.  The motion carried. 

 



Discuss and act on a policy pertaining to permitted use of county property:  Ludwig has 

contacted Corporation Counsel Courtney Graff in relation to a problem that arose while renting 

out a county building.  The entity renting the building submitted a complaint as another entity 

placed a tent on the grounds outside the building that was being rented which at this time is 

allowed do to an oversite in the County Code.  Ludwig reviewed the initial draft of an ordinance 

revision that would address the problem, noting that he had not had time to make the 

necessary amendments, but would do so and submit the final version at the next meeting. 

 

2015/16 preview of operations at the Perkinstown Winter Sports Area:  Ludwig reported 

that maintenance staff has been busy mowing and clearing trails in preparation for the 

upcoming season.  A new soda machine has been ordered along with a new tow rope, with both 

to be installed once received.  The supplies will be purchased from the Gilman IGA as they were 

in the past season.  There were some minor issues in the past which according to both Ludwig 

and Area Manager Joanne Schneveis can be resolved.  Schneveis did request that a better 

vacuum cleaner be available for use at the chalet which Jeff Ludwig agreed to look into. 

 

Public input/Maintenance Report:  Ludwig reviewed maintenance issues including the 

replacement of the hot water heater servicing the courthouse which has required replacement at 

three year intervals in the past. He noted that the new upgraded $9,000 water heater will have a 

stainless steel tank and a five year warranty with hopes that the upgraded unit will have an 

extended life.  He also reported that the back-up generator has been installed and tested at the 

tower location and that the parks have been pretty much shut down for the winter excepting the 

Camp 8 park which remains open for use by hunters in the fall.   

  

Adjourn the meeting:  Makovsky/Gebauer to adjourn the meeting at 10:25 a.m.  The motion 

carried. 

 

 

Bruce P. Strama 



Building, Grounds & Parks Committee 

Tuesday September 1, 2015    

Third Floor Jury Room 

 

Call Meeting to Order:  Diane Albrecht called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m.   

Members Present: Diane Albrecht, Dan Makovsky and James Gebauer 

Members Absent: All Present. 

Other Attendees:  Jeff Ludwig, Bruce Strama and Brian Wilson (The Star News) 

 

Approve the minutes: Makovsky/Gebauer to approve the minutes of the June 18, 2015 

Building, Grounds & Parks meeting.  The motion carried. 

 

Approve the Agenda:  Makovsky/Gebauer to approve the Agenda.  The motion carried. 

 

Discuss and act on 2015/16 snow removal contract:  Ludwig reported that he had received a 

quote of $9,000.00 from Hartl Snowplowing for plowing designated county parking lots for the 

2015/16 season.  The quote is the same as for 2014/15, with Ludwig stating that he is satisfied 

with the services provided.   Ludwig did note that when the services were contracted out to a 

different company on bids several years ago that the services were not acceptable and therefore 

were not bid out for 2015/16.  Makovsky/Gebauer to approve the quote of $9,000.00 received 

from Hartl Snowplowing for snow removal during 2015/16 season.  The motion carried.  

 

Discuss and act on a proposal for a UPS service contract:  Ludwig reported that the 1-year 

warranty covering the UPS (uninterrupted power service) unit installed in 2014 is almost up and 

that he has received two quotes for UPS service contracts.  The two quotes are for $3,576.00 and 

$4,613.00, with the difference based on the amount of testing to additional components of the 

system.  Ludwig informed committee members that maintenance staff is not experienced in the 

required maintenance of the system and neither are local electricians.  Committee members 

discussed the proposal, agreeing that it may be in the county’s best interest to contract for the 

maintenance services even though the system is rather new and hopefully would not require any 

service for some time.  Following discussion Gebauer/Makovsky motioned to approve the 

service contract of $3,576 and to reconsider contacting for the additional services in 2016.  The 

motion carried. 

 

Discuss and act on setting annual rate increases for leases:  Strama informed committee 

members that many of the current leases do not include annual percentage increases and that 

he and Ludwig had spoken and felt that it would be proper to include annual increases in the 

lease agreements in the future.  He noted that the federal government and tower leases 

included a 3% annual increase while the state and local leases that have annual increase includes 

were at a rate of 1.5%.  Following discussion Makovsky/Gebauer to include a 1.5% annual 

increase in the current and future local leases.  The motion carried. 

 

Discuss and act on opening and closing dates and camper registration for county parks:  

Ludwig reported that as had been discussed and approved, campers at both Wood Lake and 

Camp-8 campgrounds have been registering in 2015 with a fee to be imposed beginning in 

2016.  Ludwig informed committee members that there are no gates on the entrances to the 



campgrounds and no county parks are gated except the Perkinstown Winter Sports Area and 

therefore open to the public year-round.  His concern was what the timeframe for registration 

should be as in early spring and late fall maintenance staff is not required visit campgrounds to 

mow weekly and a campground host would more than likely not be present at the campgrounds 

to supervise and perform some simple duties. According to Ludwig, in 2015 there was an issue 

with campers registering at sites days prior to a weekend and posting the registration at the site 

therefore not allowing campers that arrive to stay the weekend to have a site while there is no 

one present at the site.  It was the consensus of committee members that if a fee of perhaps $10 

per day were imposed that campers would be less likely to post registration and pay the fee too 

far in advance eliminating that problem.  Ludwig also suggested possibly paying a camp host a 

minimal fee from the revenues collected to supervise the campgrounds. Presence of the unpaid 

host during the 2015 season worked out well.  Following discussion, Makovsky/Gebauer 

motioned to require registration beginning on the first of May and ending on October 1st 

annually in order to camp at either the Wood Lake or Camp-8 campgrounds.  The motion 

carried.  Camping prior to May and after October 1 would continue to be allowed with no 

registration or fees. 

 

Discuss and act on maintenance department 2016 budgets:  Ludwig presented the 

departmental budget summaries and reviewed them with committee members.  The operating 

budget had an increase of $760.00 and 0.1% with a decrease in the overall budget of $24,433.00 

and 2.2%. Ludwig associated the decrease in the overall budget to the retirement of a senior 

staff member and hiring of a new staff person with a lower wage.  He did note however that the 

final numbers would change due to the approval of the UPS contact of $3,576.00 which would 

change the decrease in the overall budget to $20,857.00 and 1.9%.  Makovsky/Gebauer to 

approve the budget as submitted including the increase in expenditures of $3,576.00.  The 

motion carried. 

 

Public input/Maintenance Report:  Ludwig reviewed maintenance issues including the 

requirement to replace a $6,000 water heater in the courthouse, the need for a new 

mower/snow blower in 2016 and a new addressing system that is being implemented at the 

fairgrounds. 

  

Adjourn the meeting:  Makovsky/Gebauer to adjourn the meeting at 9:05 a.m.  The motion 

carried. 

 

 

Bruce P. Strama 



Building, Grounds & Parks Committee 

Thursday, June 18, 2015 

Third Floor Jury Room 

 

Call Meeting to Order:  Diane Albrecht called the meeting to order at 8:00 a.m.   

Members Present: Diane Albrecht, Dan Makovsky and James Gebauer 

Members Absent: All Present. 

Other Attendees:  Jeff Ludwig and Bruce Strama 

 

Approve the minutes: Makovsky/Gebauer to approve the minutes of the May 11, 2015 

Building, Grounds & Parks meeting.  The motion carried. 

 

Approve the Agenda:  Makovsky/Gebauer to approve the Agenda.  The motion carried. 

 

Discuss and act on change in location required for the emergency generator at the tower 

location:  Ludwig reported that during excavation that the power supply line running from the 

education building to the tower site had to be removed as it was located in the area where the 

footing for the new tower was constructed.  He stated that due to removal of the power line that 

placing an emergency generator adjacent to the education building as originally proposed is not 

an option and that the generator will have to be placed adjacent to the current county tower 

building or at least in that vicinity.  As there is no natural gas line in that area Ludwig stated that 

the generator will have to be fueled either by gasoline or diesel fuel.  He also stated that the 

emergency generator will be required as soon as possible to assure that the tower beacon 

remains lit in the case of a power outage.  Ludwig requested up to $8,000.00 for purchase and 

installation of an emergency generator with funding for the generator from the tower account in 

which income from the tower is deposited.    Ludwig also noted that he had discussed the 

availability of grant funding with the sheriff and had been informed that it is unknown whether 

there will be any grant funding remaining from the communications grant currently being 

utilized by law enforcement on the communications project.    Makovsky/Gebauer motion to 

approve up to $8,000.00 for the purchase and installation of an emergency generator with 

capacity of up to 100 watts.  The motion carried.  

 

Discuss and act on appropriate flooring at the community center:  Ludwig reported that in 

reference to direction that similar floor sealer to that at the Walmart location be used in the 

community center that he had contacted a Walmart employee who stated that there was 

continual maintenance on the floor in that building.  Ludwig informed committee members that 

the continuous maintenance issue is what he is attempting to alleviate and requested that 

$8,000.00 be approved for removal and replacement of the current floor covering using an 

epoxy coating that is reportedly much more durable than others available, with the removal and 

installation by Impact Flooring.  Ludwig outlined the procedure and multiple coats required, 

noting that the building may need to be closed for a week for removal of the current floor 

coating and installation of the new product.  Following discussion, Makovsky/Gebauer to 

approve $8,000 for removal of the current floor coating and application of the new epoxy 

coating as outlined by Ludwig.  The motion carried. 

 



Public input/Maintenance Report:  Strama had distributed a copy of a four-year lease 

extension for USDA room rental at the former science building.  The extension included a 3% 

annual increase in each of the four years. Strama noted that he received the lease extension on 

May 27th and it had to be returned by the 28th so he had contacted Committee Chair Albrecht 

for approval and mailed back the same day. Ludwig also reported that paving in the barn at the 

fairgrounds has been completed, the tower has been constructed and that concrete repairs and 

coating are currently being completed by Impact Coatings at Human Services. 

  

Adjourn the meeting:  Gebauer/Makovsky to adjourn the meeting at 8:58 a.m.  The motion 

carried. 

 

 

Bruce P. Strama 



Building, Grounds & Parks Committee 

Monday, May 11, 2015    

Community Center Building 

 

Call Meeting to Order:  Diane Albrecht called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m.   

Members Present: Diane Albrecht, Dan Makovsky and James Gebauer 

Members Absent: All Present. 

Other Attendees:  Jeff Ludwig, Joanne Schneveis, Sue Breneman, Butch Podolak, Scott Nichols, 

Dean Hommel, Frank Kleczewski, and Bruce Strama, with Shane Begley arriving at approximately 

9:27 a.m. 

 

Approve the minutes: Makovsky/Albrecht to approve the minutes of the April 21, 2015 

Building, Grounds & Parks meeting.  The motion carried. 

 

Approve the Agenda:  Makovsky/Gebauer to approve the Agenda.  The motion carried. 

 

Discuss and act on a proposal to expand Miller Dam Pavilion:  Sue Breneman, Butch Podolak 

and Scott Nichols were present to propose placement of retractable curtains on the pavilion 

mainly for use during the annual fishing contest held each winter.  They had brought a sample 

of the fabric that would be used for the curtain material, noting its strength and durability.  The 

sample was black, but the actual fabric would be white.  There was discussion of options for 

attaching the curtains with both snaps and roll-up considered.  Ludwig stated that whatever 

method were used that the curtains would have to be secured when not in use and that in an 

emergency outside access would need to be achievable manually by just pushing the curtains 

out of the way or simple roll-up. Ludwig did note that if access through the perimeter where the 

proposed curtains would be placed is not available that there would be addition expensive code 

related requirements.  Podolak, Breneman and Nichols noted a number of improvements to the 

area by the Miller Dam Lake Association in the past at no cost to the county.  Following 

discussion, Makovsky/Gebauer to allow the Miller Dam Lake Association to install retractable 

curtains on the south and part of the east side of the current pavilion at Miller Dam.  The motion 

carried.   

 

Discuss equipment placement and contract concerns with local amateur radio club:  Frank 

Kleczewski and Dean Hommel were present to discuss concerns related to possible future tower 

rent and equipment issues.  The Black River Amateur Radio Association had in the past shared 

equipment with Presto Inc. which has a pager service contract with the local hospital.  The 

contract has been bought out by another entity and Presto will no longer have equipment on 

the tower, so the radio club will now be required to place their own equipment on the tower and 

the concerns are whether the club will be charged a monthly fee and who will be responsible for 

placement of the club’s equipment on the tower.  Ludwig informed those present that since the 

club does work with emergency management that they would not be charged a monthly fee 

and would have devoted space in the county owned building at the tower site for their ground 

equipment and electricity also at no charge, but that the club would be responsible for purchase 

and installation of their equipment.  Shane Begley of BWCS informed the committee that even if 

there were not a charge that there should be a lease agreement with the radio club stating 

finites of the agreement.  Makovsky/Gebauer to allow the Black River Amateur Association free 



use of a designated portion of the tower and ground space at no charge along with electricity, 

with the club responsible for both purchase and installation of their equipment both on the 

tower and at the ground location.  There will also be a lease drafted stating equipment 

ownership and responsibilities.  

 

Review 2014/15 Perkinstown Winter Sports Area Operations:  Joanne Schneveis reported 

that there had been no injuries or maintenance issued the past season and that there were 

approximately 3,500 tubers at the hill the past season.  She did have several suggestions and 

complaints.  She reported that several of the steps going up the tube hill need to be replaced, 

that the current ordering system was not very efficient and that the cash registers were not a 

feasible option when the crowds were larger.  She also stated that one of the cash registers had 

made an error when entering a purchase.  Ludwig reported that profits were up considerably in 

2014/15 even though there was less volume so things seem to be going in the right direction.  

He also reported that the operation still has to be streamlined further, cutting the number of 

types of candy etc. so the county does not end up with so much inventory at year-end, that the 

ordering system may be tweaked but will be continued and that the cash registers will continue 

to be used.    

 

Approve Winter Sports Area managers amended job description:  Strama had distributed 

copies of the description, with Ludwig noting that the “Immediate Supervisor” needs to be 

changed to the “Maintenance Director”, and that the “Pay Range” needs to be changed to 

“Seasonal Wage Scale”.  Makovsky/Gebauer to make the changes to the manager’s job 

description as noted by Ludwig.  The motion carried. 

 

Discuss and act on contraction with BWCS for tower related services:  Shane Begley was 

present with proposals related to contracting with BWCS (Begley Wireless Consulting Services, 

LLC.) for services concerning both new tower construction and extended services.  He stated that 

if the Committee considered it necessary to have his services throughout the construction that 

the fee would be $10,000.00 which would also include the initial years’ service agreement which 

will be $1,200.00 annually following construction.  He would offer a limited service for a lesser 

fee that would not cover construction issues, but neither Ludwig, Strama nor committee 

members felt qualified to address the tower related issues.  Begley also offered $500.00 off if the 

county were to agree to pay in full upon invoice rather than make payments on the $10,000.00 

package and the four-year service agreement.  Begley noted that he had 18 years’ experience in 

the industry making him qualified to handle any issues.  Makovsky/Gebauer to approve 

contracting with BWCS for $10,000.00 for the construction period and the initial year and to 

agree to an additional four years of service for $1,200.00 annually and to make payment in full 

from the tower account upon invoice to receive $500.00 off of the total expense of $14,800 to 

total $14,300.00.  The motion carried.  Begley will invoice the county for $14,300.00. 

 

Discuss and act on Verizon tower contract approval:  Strama reported that corporation 

counsel, Ken Schmiege had reviewed the contract and had requested several amendments 

which were made and was satisfied with the lease agreement as submitted.  Begley had also 

reviewed the contract and had no issues.  Gebauer/Makovsky to approve the contract with 

Verizon.  The motion carried. 

 



Discuss and act on approval of landlord sign-off of drawings for Sprint:  Strama had 

included a copy of the drawings along with the emailed agendas for committee member review.  

He had submitted a copy to Begley who reported that the approval of sign-off was appropriate 

with no changes.  Makovsky/Gebauer to approve the landlord sign-off of drawings for Sprint.  

The motion carried. 

 

Discuss and act on purchase of emergency generator for tower location:  Ludwig reported 

that he had looked into the cost of a generator at the tower site which he suggested be placed 

near the education building from where the power to the counties ground location originates.  

He suggested a 70 watt generator as there is little demand for electricity to the site with the 

maximum required to this point of time being approximately 15 amps to supply mainly the 

beacon and other miscellaneous demand.  The cost of a 70 watt generator run by natural gas 

which is available at the education building would be approximately $6,200 plus installation 

supplies.  Begley suggested that the county may want to go with a 100 watt generator not 

knowing what demand there may be once the Sheriff’s Department installs their equipment. He 

also suggested looking into possible grant money available for a generator as it will be used for 

emergency management.  Ludwig will check into possible grant funding available.  There was 

additional discussion prior to a Makovsky/Gebauer motion to approve purchase of a generator 

with the capacity of up to 100 watts with funding to be attained from the tower account along 

with available grant money if any is available.  The motion carried.  

 

Discuss and act on a request for funding by the Roosevelt Rod & Gun Club for Diamond 

Lake structure:  Ludwig suggested tabling this agenda item as there may be some change in 

the request and action would be relevant following the change.  Makovsky/Gebauer to table the 

agenda item.  The motion carried. 

 

Discuss and act on roof replacement at the county owned building in Gilman:  Ludwig 

reported that the portion of the building rented to Gilman Cheese had a leak in the roof which 

was identified by inspectors requiring immediate repairs or confirmation that the repairs would 

be made in order for Gilman Cheese to retain a clean record in their reporting process.  Ludwig 

scheduled roof replacement with Maurer Roofing for $49,500.00 in order to satisfy the 

regulatory requirement assuring roof repairs to satisfy inspectors.  Ludwig noted that the 

replacement of the roof has been discussed for several years and has been delayed due to lack 

of funding.  He has spoken with accountant Larry Brandl and is hopeful that there will be 

enough carryover in several accounts to cover the expense and if not the department would 

have to approach the Finance Committee for additional funding.  Following the discussion, 

Makovsky/Gebauer to approve replacement of the roof at the county owned building in Gilman 

at the $49,500.00 projected expense.  The motion carried. 

 

Discuss and act on a proposal to contract for application of durable flooring at the 

community center:  Ludwig pointed out the condition of the floor in the main room of the 

center, informing members that the epoxy flooring originally applied has not stood up to the 

demands required at the center.  The flooring has not held up to the continuous moving of 

tables and chairs and has required touch-up numerous times.  Ludwig has been in contact with 

Precision Coatings, and has been quoted a price of $8,500 for grinding the current material off, 

etching the concrete and applying a much more durable surface.  Ludwig offered a sample of 



the material that would be applied for committee member’s review.  James Gebauer suggested 

that the option of grinding the current material off and just sealing the concrete may be another 

avenue at less expense.  Committee members and Ludwig agreed that the Gebauer suggestion 

be considered with Ludwig offering to check into the cost of just grinding and sealing the floor 

to report back at a future meeting.   

 

Discuss and act on hiring seasonal maintenance department staff:  Ludwig informed 

committee members that he has generally hired two temporary staff in the summer to help 

mow lawns and perform other duties as needed.  The expense for those temporary workers is 

usually approximately $5,000 and he has budgeted $8,200 for 2015.  Hiring temporary staff 

allows the regular maintenance staff to concentrate on larger, more complex projects given the 

additional time.  Makovsky/Gebauer to approve hiring two maintenance department seasonal 

staff.  The motion carried. 

 

Discuss and act on adjusting winter storage rates:  Strama had distributed copies of the 

current rates prior to the meeting for review.  Following discussion, Gebauer/Makovsky to 

approve increasing inside storage rates for boats, boat trailers, automobiles and fold down 

campers from $6.00 per running foot to $7.00 and to increase rates for travel trailers, motor 

homes and sailboats from $7.00 per running foot to $8.00, to increase the covered open shelter 

fee storage rate to $100 and to offer outside storage for $60.00.  The motion carried. 

 

Public input/Maintenance Report:  There was no public input.  Ludwig did not have a written 

report, but verbally reported on issues that had been addressed in the recent past including 

replacement of all shingled roofs on the agriculture/science building and opening of all 

campgrounds.  He also noted the deterioration of concrete sidewalks and the need for 

replacement.   

 

Adjourn the meeting:  Makovsky/Gebauer to adjourn the meeting at 11:06 a.m.  The motion 

carried. 

 

 

 

Bruce P. Strama 



Building, Grounds & Parks Committee 

Tuesday April 21, 2015  

West Entrance Meeting Room 

 

Call Meeting to Order:  Diane Albrecht called the meeting to order at 8:40 a.m.   

Members Present: Diane Albrecht, Dan Makovsky and Lester Lewis  

Members Absent: All Present. 

Other Attendees:  Jeff Ludwig, Myron Brooks, Patty Krug and Bruce Strama. 

 

Approve the minutes: Lewis/Makovsky to approve the minutes of the March 17, 2015 Building, 

Grounds & Parks meeting.  The motion carried. 

 

Approve the Agenda:  Makovsky/Lewis to approve the Agenda.  The motion carried. 

 

Discuss and act on an ordinance amending tobacco use restrictions in county buildings:  

With little discussion, Lewis/Makovsky to approve the ordinance amending the county code in 

relation to use of tobacco and electronic nicotine delivery systems.  The motion carried.   

 

Discuss and act on Verizon tower contract approval:  Strama was unable to have a completed 

contract prepared for approval, therefore there was no action at this time.  

 

Adjournment:  Lewis/Makovsky to adjourn the meeting at 8:43 a.m.  The motion carried. 

 

 

 

Bruce P. Strama, County Clerk 



Building, Grounds & Parks Committee 

Tuesday March 17, 2015    

County Board Room 

 

Call Meeting to Order:  Diane Albrecht called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m.   

Members Present: Diane Albrecht, Dan Makovsky and Lester Lewis  

Members Absent: All Present. 

Other Attendees:  Jeff Ludwig, Bruce Strama, and Mark Berglund (The Star News).   

 

Approve the minutes: Makovsky/Lewis to approve the minutes of the December 17, 2014 

Building, Grounds & Parks meeting.  The motion carried. 

 

Approve the Agenda:  Lewis/Makovsky to approve the Agenda.  The motion carried. 

 

Discuss and act on an ordinance revising the listing of county parks.  Maintenance director, 

Jeff Ludwig had in discussion with the surveyor’s office staff, noticed that the county does not 

own the property where the county has been maintaining a rustic park area for years by Shearer 

Lake.  That being the case it will be necessary to remove the park designation from the county 

code.  He also noticed the omission of Gerstberger Pines from the listing of county parks.  The 

proposed ordinance removes Shearer Lake and includes Gerstberger Pines in its place on the 

listing of county parks.  Lewis/Makovsky to approve the ordinance removing Shearer Lake and 

adding Gerstberger Pines to the listing of county parks.  The motion carried.   

 

Discuss and act on a request for fairgrounds improvements:  Ludwig reported that the Fair 

Board has contacted him requesting that due to swine diseases and sanitary issues that the Fair 

Board would like to remove the current wooden pens and replace them with removable metal 

pens which could be sanitized.  The Fair Board has requested that the county pave the entire 

area under the roof in that building to allow proper sanitized following usage and removal of 

the new metal pens annually by the fair board or designee. The estimated expense for paving 

would be $5,000.  Ludwig also noted that following removal of the new metal pens that the area 

could be rented out for winter storage with an estimated income of $1,500 to $1,800 annually to 

offset the expense for paving.  Committee members agreed that there needs to be a formal 

agreement stating that the Fair Board will be responsible for purchase of the new pens and that 

they will also be responsible for set-up and removal of the pens annually.  Makovsky/Lewis to 

approve the request to pave the inside of the building pending a written agreement with the 

Fair Board that the Fair Board would purchase the pens and would set them up and take them 

down annually.  The motion carried. 

 

Review timeline for construction of the new tower at the education property location and 

other related issues including but not limited to service proposal, lease agreements, 

loading and emergency power.  Ludwig and Strama had attended a construction meeting and 

had been informed that the construction of the new tower is scheduled to begin in May 2015.  

Several issues did arise including the option of purchasing an emergency generator for the 

building housing the county’s equipment along with equipment of parties that lease from the 

county.  There is some interest in emergency power by a couple entities with equipment on the 

tower that lease from the county, but no formal request at this time.  Ludwig did note that the 



sheriff’s department intends to install equipment on the tower in the future and that equipment 

would require emergency power.  Ludwig estimated the expense for an emergency generator at 

$10,000 including switches.  Committee members felt more information or options need to be 

considered, including type of fuel and related expense for a generator and the possibility of 

sharing a generator with a current entity that already has a generator in place.  Strama did note 

that the county will need to prepare formal leases for those smaller entities with equipment on 

the tower, with committee members in agreement.  Strama also informed members that Shane 

Begley, Begley Wireless Consulting Services, LLC. has offered, for $100 per month to agree to a 

service contract holding the service responsible for leases, equipment placement charges and 

other tower issues.  There will be further discussion on tower issues as the construction 

proceeds. 

 

Discuss and act on Taylor County rental/user fees and possible increases for additional 

revenue:  Strama distributed information pertaining to income from rentals at the fairgrounds 

for review by committee members.  Following review, Lewis/Makovsky to increase the one-half 

day fee for rental of either the community center or the multipurpose building from $25 to $35 

and from $50 to $70 for the whole day beginning as of May 1, 2015.  The motion carried. There 

was also discussion of charging a $10 fee for campground sites at both Camp 8 and Wood Lake 

and for charging a $2 to $5 fee at county boat landings.  There was discussion surrounding the 

proposal for charging fees for campsites and boat landings with no action taken, only the 

suggestion that maybe if fees are to be implemented that the fees not be initiated prior to 2016 

with signage in place in 2015 notifying the public of the proposed fees.  Committee members 

also discussed the possibility of initially only charging for landing boats at Miller Dam and the 

Lions Park Boat Landings.  Committee members felt that it would not be possible to make the 

proposed changes until at least mid-summer and if an ordinance was preferable that it would 

give ample time if no fees are implemented until 2016.  

 

Discuss and act on proposed campground fees and offer received from a possible host:  

Ludwig had been contacted by a couple that offered to serve as campground hosts at Wood 

Lake in 2015.  The couple would be available to aid other campers on weekends and a couple 

days of the week.  In return for their services Ludwig stated that if rent were charged the fee 

would be waived as would the maximum 14 day continual use requirement.  Committee 

members agreed that even if no fees are charged in 2015 it would be a good idea to accept the 

offer to be camp hosts to get a feel for how it would work out.  The couple also offered to check 

on Camp 8 several times a week.  Ludwig will contact the couple and convey the offer 

 

Discuss and act on supervisory duties related to the Perkinstown Winter Sports Area 

Manager:  Ludwig stated that He had spoken with Strama and that they agreed that due to the 

working relationship he has with the manager and knowledge of hill operations that he should 

be designated as supervisor for the position.  Lewis/Makovsky to approve that Ludwig be 

designated as Perkinstown Winter Sports Area Manager Supervisor.  The motion carried.  

Ludwig updated committee members on how the Area financial reporting was improving, 

noting that there is still room for additional improvement. 

 

Public input or other business/maintenance issues and report:  Lewis stated that county 

supervisor Rollie Thums had contacted him in reference to demonstrating the new Honda 



Pioneer UTV equipment on the Rib Lake ski trails.  Following discussion it was decided that 

members of the Rib Lake club were welcome to visit the Perkinstown Winter Sports Area and try 

out the equipment, but that it should not be taken offsite for trial.   Ludwig informed committee 

members that the new custodial person, Laurie Brost will start work on March 23, 2015.  He also 

reported that the unexpected expense to repair the roof above the elevator shaft was $7,500 

and that the amount was in excess of the total budgeted for courthouse maintenance for 2015.  

Lewis suggested that Ludwig approach the Finance Committee to request additional funds for 

courthouse maintenance.  Ludwig had also distributed copies of a maintenance report and 

touched on all of the projects that had been completed in 2014, also noting upcoming projects 

and related expense. 

 

Set the next meeting date:  The next meeting is scheduled for May 11, 2015 at 9:00 a.m. 

 

 

Adjournment:  Lewis/Makovsky to adjourn the meeting at 11:11 a.m.  The motion carried. 

 

 

 

Bruce P. Strama, County Clerk 

 


